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Summary
This short guide is an introduction to “performance-based” selection of floorcoverings for school
facilities. As a provider of floorcoverings to education clients for nearly 30 years, we know that
product appearance and cost of the of the flooring installation often form the purchasing
decision. We also know that many flooring purchases are sorely regretted because the longterm performance attributes of the flooring were never taken into consideration.
In these pages, we offer help in considering the performance characteristics you want from your
school’s floors and the benefits those bring to the learning environment. We also take a brief
look at a floor’s true cost of ownership (life-cycle cost) and the true value provided by each floor
type. Finally, based on long-term experience with hundreds of flooring installations, we will
offer some product recommendations designed to give you the value and enjoyment you likely
anticipate from the floors in your own facilities.
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Chapter 1

The Three P’s of Flooring Selection
Flooring. Nothing in your facilities takes so much abuse, and yet needs to look and perform so
well. Floors that maintain exceptional appearance through years of heavy use enhance your
building’s appearance and contribute to your mission of providing a quality education
experience. Floors that fail prematurely reflect a bad image, pose a safety hazard, and are both
costly and disruptive to replace.
While we may take beautiful floors for granted, knowledge and team effort are needed to
achieve top level floor covering appearance and performance. A quality flooring project involves
careful product selection, a properly prepared foundation (subfloor) for your flooring, and the
skill of quality flooring mechanics certified to install the flooring correctly. This guide addresses
the first of these requirements – product selection.
Flooring selection will consider some or all of the “Three P’s” – Pretty, Price, and Performance.
All are important considerations. Unfortunately, too many floors are purchased based on Pretty
(good looks) and Price (low cost), with insufficient consideration given to Performance (longterm attributes). In the following three chapters, we will look at each one of these selection
criteria. As you will see though, we will take some extra time to discuss Performance, as that
involves passing on some technical knowledge we have learned over the years.
We have been working with numerous school district and higher education clients for three
decades and have had the opportunity to see how different flooring products maintain and
perform over many years in demanding environments. We have studied which product
categories and which construction types perform exceptionally well – and which don’t. In these
pages, we want to share our experience with you. So, let’s get started.
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Chapter 2

Flooring That Stays Pretty
Thirty years ago, a commercial carpet sample folder might contain six carpet swatches, all in
strikingly ugly colors, or a card with a bland palette of vinyl composition tiles, each perfectly
suited to coordinate with the institutional beige classroom walls. Today it is no longer difficult
to find beautiful looking floor coverings, in scores of styles, colors, and patterns. It is a
designer’s dream.
In fact, so many product types exist (broadloom carpet, carpet tile, linoleum sheet and tile,
rubber sheet and tile, composition tile, sheet vinyls, and more), in so many styles (solids,
patterns, pebbled, textured, wood-look, stone-look), and in a vast array of colors, that a buyer’s
attention could become focused solely on making the right design decision.
While it is great to have endless design options, some important considerations must also factor
into flooring selection. Properly installed floors always look great when they are new, but how
will they appear over many years? What type of use and abuse will your floors endure in the
next 10, 15, or 20 years?

‘Veneto Silencio xf2’ sound reduction sheet linoleum – courtesy of Tarkett Flooring
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The fact is, floors really do not wear out, they “ugly out”. Carpets can flatten out in traffic lanes,
lose luster and change color. Linoleum, vinyl, and rubber (all resilient floors) can scratch, scuff,
collect soil, and dull-out.
How well will your floors clean after months and years of use? When soiled, can they be
restored to “like-new” condition? What amount of effort will it take to perform routine and
restorative cleaning of your floors?

‘Massetto’ Rubber flooring by Mondo – installed by All County Flooring

All commercial flooring may be attractive when first installed, but all flooring is not created
equal. The quality of the floor’s composition, backing, and surface protective finishes play a
direct role in the ability to keep floors looking good for a long time. Don’t be fooled by
warranties. There are products with 5 or 10-year warranties which will clean beautifully and
maintain their appearance for 20 or 30 years. Other products with “lifetime” warranties may
not clean well and look worn out in just 5 years. In Chapter 5, we will introduce you to some
flooring products you will want to consider for long-term appearance retention.
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Chapter 3

Flooring Price
In competition with “pretty” for the Buyer’s attention is “price”. As we have previously noted,
all commercial flooring is not created equal. Two floors of very similar appearance could be
constructed with different materials, varying density, porosity, enhanced or inadequate backing
systems, and highly effective or inferior surface protection. If two floor samples look the same,
but one is priced 25% lower, there will likely be a quality difference.
Another critical consideration is the ongoing cost of maintenance. Numerous
cleaning studies have documented annual
maintenance costs of some commercial
floors to be two to three times higher per
square foot than others. Initial price is no
indicator of cleaning costs. Over a 15-year
span, maintenance costs of floors can be 2
-6 times the initial price of the floor
installation. In fact, vinyl composition tile
(VCT) will cost 20 times the initial install
price to maintain over the next 25 years.
Another price consideration is the potential for higher installation costs of certain products.
Many flooring dealers will quote only the basic installation price in their proposals. Some
flooring products may require a higher degree of subfloor preparation, leveling, or added
concrete sealers to control moisture emissions. Often, these added costs are unknown until the
end of new construction or following the removal of existing flooring during a remodel.
The expected service life of the flooring product also needs to be considered. In comparing
flooring cost over a 25-year period, some floor types may need to be replaced once or twice,
while some could perform for the entire 25 years (or longer) without replacement. The
performance properties play heavily into the expected useful life of each flooring product and
therefore the actual cost of ownership.
Durability, maintenance requirements, increased installation requirements, and lifespan all
factor into the true cost of a floor. When taken into consideration along with the initial
purchase price of the floor, we arrive at the actual “life-cycle cost”. Life-cycle cost analysis
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(LCCA) is an excellent means of comparing the real VALUE of the flooring types under
consideration.
We have now briefly discussed “pretty” and “price” and the relationship that product type and
quality have on the longevity and maintainability of the floors. Now let us look at flooring
performance characteristics which contribute to a quality learning environment.

Powerbond Hybrid Resilient, style ‘Aftermath’ – installed by All County Flooring
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Chapter 4

Flooring Performance
We consider performance-based flooring selection to be the best means of acquiring products
which will wear better, look nice longer, clean easier, and provide the best overall value. We
have also learned from our clients that exceptional floors support the mission and goals of their
organizations by contributing to the increased well-being and accomplishment of both staff and
students.
Some of these performance benefits include:
• Improved indoor air quality and reduction of VOCs
• Eliminated chemicals and toxins
• Excellent slip resistance
• Improved thermal insulation and energy efficiency
• Lower light reflectance values and reduced eye strain from glare
• A quieter environment through reduced noise transmittance

Let us examine these performance benefits with facts.

Indoor Air Quality
Students feel like a clean building is directly related to both achievement and personal health. 1
Settled dust is directly related to a sick building.2 In a study of airborne particulate movement
in the environment, re-suspended dust is 12 times greater on VCT hard surfaces and 5 times
greater on carpet with seams, than on a closed cell hybrid resilient carpet.3 A hybrid resilient
carpet offers two benefits. The airborne particulates are secure within the fiber surface layer
until you are able to vacuum the flooring, AND the hybrid resilient flooring’s non-flow through
backing will allow you to more thoroughly extract the particulates during the periodic
maintenance routines. Airborne allergens and particulate matter are contributors to asthma
attacks which are responsible for 10.5 million missed days of school by children aged 5-17. 4
Further, flooring such as standard carpet with a flow-through backing or open-cell sponge

1

Cleanliness and learning in Higher Education, Jeffery Campbell Ph. D and Alan Bigger M.A., Facilities Manager Journal, June 2008
www.EPA.gov/ indoor-air-quality-iaq/fundamentals-indoor-air-quality-buildings
3 Particle loadings and re-suspension related to floor coverings in chamber and in occupied school environments, Richard
Shaughnessy, University of Tulsa, August 2012
4
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Asthma Facts, July 2013
2
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cushion can hold moisture entering from above (cleaning) or below (concrete slabs) and support
mold growth, a major source of indoor allergens.
Chemical or volatile organic compounds (VOCs) can also contribute to poor indoor air quality.
On resilient flooring and adhesive labels, look for the FloorScore® seal.5 On carpet products,
cushions, and adhesives, look for the CRI Green Label Plus® seal.6 In the following chapter, we
will also discuss some flooring options made from natural raw materials and “dry” adhesive
solutions with zero VOCs.

Eliminated “Antimicrobial” Chemicals
A disturbing number of flooring products still
contain applied antimicrobial treatments, which
are nothing more than pesticides. “The dirty
truth is: they do not make people healthier.
They do cause environmental harm throughout
their lifecycle… The authoritative evidence could
not be clearer. One of the most widely used
antimicrobials is triclosan, which is sold under
trade names such as Microban and BioFresh.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) established its position on these
antimicrobials in 2003 after a comprehensive study of infection control practice concluding: ‘No
evidence is available to suggest that use of these [antimicrobial] products will make consumers
and patients healthier or prevent disease. No data supports the use of these items as part of a
sound infection-control strategy.’”7 On the contrary, such antimicrobials are highly toxic in
humans. Another way to reduce chemicals is to install flooring with a reduced maintenance

5

FloorScore® was developed by the Resilient Floor Covering Institute (RFCI) together with Scientific Certification Systems (SCS)
to test and certify flooring products for compliance with indoor air quality emission criteria of the California Section 01350
standard which has been adopted by Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS)
6
The Carpet & Rug Institute (CRI) designed the Green Label and Green Label Plus programs for architects, builders, specifiers and
facility managers who want assurance that carpet, adhesive and cushion products meet the most stringent criteria for low
chemical emissions. The test methodology was developed in cooperation with the U.S. EPA and has been adopted by the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) as D5116 - Standard Guide for Small-Scale Environmental Chamber
Determinations of Organic Emissions from Indoor Materials/Products.
7
http://www.healthybuilding.net/news/2014/10/15/the-dirt-on-antimicrobials, Bill Walsch, October 15, 2014
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requirement, or as we will note in the next chapter, can be cleaned without any use of chemicals
or will require no applied protective coatings.

Excellent Slip Resistance
85% of worker’s compensation claims are attributed to employees slipping on slick floors8 and
compensation & medical costs associated with employee slip/fall accidents are approximately
$70 billion annually.9 The incident rate for falls in the public sector is 36% compared to 17% in
private sector. Janitors and cleaners, elementary school teachers, teacher assistants, and
secondary school teachers have the highest incidents of reported slips, trips, and falls.10
Selection based on the slip-resistance of
your floor coverings, both in a dry or a
wet condition, is one means of reducing
such incidents. There are several ASTM11
and ANSI 12 testing protocols for testing
both static and dynamic coefficient of
friction. Unfortunately, not all flooring
manufacturers publish test results and
there is no industry-wide agreement on
appropriate test methods and ratings.13
For the purpose of this brief guide, smooth waxed floors are very slippery, particularly when
wet. VCT and sheet vinyl fall into this category. Floors with texture and those with no applied
finishes are less slippery. This might include concrete, porcelain paver tiles, textured wood or
stone-look vinyl tile (LVT), and linoleum. Of the standard flooring types, rubber flooring and
carpet are the least slippery. For special use wet areas such as kitchens, custodial rooms, or
bathrooms, flooring or floor coatings containing silica quartz, aluminum oxide, or silicon carbide
provide a high degree of slip-resistance, even when wet.

8

Industrial Safety & Occupational Health Markets 5th edition
National Safety Council Injury Facts 2003 edition
10
2008 Bureau of Labor Statistics Data
11
ASTM International, (previously American Society of Testing and Materials), 100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohocken, PA
12
ANSI – American National Standards Institute, 25 West 43rd Street, New York, New York 10036
13
A standard for COF is not available right now because slip-resistance can vary from surface to surface, or even on the same
surface, depending upon surface conditions and employee footwear (OSHA, 2003). The industry norm is between 0.5 and 0.6.
9
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Improved thermal insulation and energy efficiency
For optimum task accomplishment student comfort is a known factor for the highest outcome.
Students and teachers recognize this and voice their opinion about the air temperature in their
environment. Today’s sustainable buildings do not heat the building at night when unoccupied.
It may only take a short time to heat up the airspace in preparation for class, however, it takes
several hours to heat up the slab which
our students stand and sit on. Most 1/8”
resilient sheet and tile floors have a low Rvalue of 0.20. Specialty resilient products,
such as linoleum with high-density cushion
backing has an R-value of 0.40. Directglued carpet and carpet tile average 0.50
R-value, and carpet with attached closedcell cushion backing between 0.80 - 0.90 Rvalue.
A closed cell cushion product can assist in regulating the thermal condition of a space as well as
reduce energy cost by as much as 7%. 14 The hybrid resilient product creates a thermal layer
shielding the coldness of the slab.

Powerbond Hybrid Resilient, style ‘String Theory’ – courtesy of Tarkett Flooring

14

Turner Research Group: 50k sf building assessment energy sim from eQuest Software
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Light reflectance values and reduced eye strain from glare
Research indicates reflectance can help capture daylight and reduce reliance on artificial
lighting, resulting in reduced energy costs. “Daylighting” also creates healthier learning
environments that may result in increased attendance and improved grades. 15
Light reflectance value (LRV) is measured on a scale of 0% to 100%, 0 being perfect absorbing
black and 100 being perfect reflecting white. The Illumination Engineering Society of North
America recommends light reflectance values for flooring from 20% to 50% depending on the
market segment.16
Glare from flooring is distractive and can lead to eye strain. Glare is a characteristic of glossy
finishes, not reflectance. Flooring in lighter to mid-tone colors with a matte finish have good
reflectance values, but do not add to glare. Floor covering with a polished wax finish is not
conducive to better learning.

A quieter environment through reduced noise transmittance
It is important for the student to hear what the teacher is discussing or what another student is
sharing. This is
especially true in
elementary schools,
since for younger
children, learning to
hear and interpret
speech and sounds is as
much a part of the
educational process as
the actual content in
the lessons being
taught.17
Proper acoustics
conducive to ease of
communication can also
15
16

US Department of Energy: Energy Design Guidelines for High Performance Schools – June 2002
Flooring products that have at least a 25% surface light reflectance value can contribute to LEED v4 IEQ Interior Lighting Credit.

17

75% of the school day involves listening activities and s many as one-third of all students are missing up to 33% of verbal
communication in class - Source: Acoustical, School Construction News, March / April 2002
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lend itself to reduced vocal effort required by teachers.18 A closed cell cushion acoustical floor
covering product will reduce noise in the classroom environment by as much as 1000% over
against a hard vinyl tile based on NRC.19 Considering acoustical properties of building finish
selections is quickly becoming a vital standard with organizations like CHPS20, Well
Certification21, and even LEED.
Examining classroom flooring in light of the above performance criteria can have a sizable
impact on the learning environment and the well-being of both our students and teachers. In
the next chapter, we will introduce some of the flooring selections our education clients have
found to provide the greatest performance benefits and outstanding value

‘Natura’ Rubber flooring by Mondo – installed by All County Flooring

18

U.S. schools may lose as much as $2.5 billion annually in sick leave for teachers with vocal problems.
The Noise Reduction Coefficient (commonly abbreviated NRC) is a scalar representation of the amount of sound energy
absorbed upon striking a particular surface. An NRC of 0 indicates perfect reflection; an NRC of 1 indicates perfect absorption.
20
Collaborative for High Performance Schools
21
International WELL Building Institute™
19
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Chapter 5

Floor Covering Options
If you have read thus far in this guide you must be interested in making wise flooring selections
which convey the highest value to your facilities, staff, and students. What follows here is a list
of specific flooring products that have proven performance records, repeatedly in thousands of
installations.
Admittedly, we haven’t worked with every commercial flooring product available. We have
however spent decades researching high performance flooring options, meeting with flooring
manufacturers, and consulting with education clients. It is these end-users who have persuaded
us which flooring products perform in heavy-use, low maintenance situations. We have also
been able to personally witness the real service life of hundreds of products and have
discovered that the life-cycle cost and true value of various flooring products often does not
correspond with the rhetoric put out by flooring manufacturers and dealers.
Because this product list is short, we know others will want to add their products to it. Or they
may have somewhat different opinions. That is OK. We would like to hear about any
extraordinary flooring products, but in particular, those that have a decades-long documented
performance record and best meet the criteria critical to the end-user’s mission.

Our Best-of-the-Best Product Selections
Rubber Flooring: ‘Grano’ rubber tile by NORA - 39.5” x 39.5” x 0.14” (3.5mm)
Why we selected this product:
Grano can withstand traffic wear better than any
floorcovering we’ve found. It has a high degree of
slip-resistance, wet or dry, and never needs any
applied finish. Routine cleaning maintains a “likenew” appearance year-after-year, without any need
for waxes. Grano is certified Greenguard Gold, low
VOC, acceptable for use in schools and healthcare
facilities.
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Linoleum Flooring: ‘Veneto’ by Tarkett
Why we selected this product:
One of the most natural and sustainable flooring
solutions on the market. It withstands indentation,
chemicals, and burns quite well. Linoleum has the
nickname “the 40-year floor” due to its durability. We
like Veneto for its natural marbled pattern with a
choice of 60 colors. Veneto comes with the permanent
xf2 ™ surface treatment, making initial and on-going
maintenance easy.

Luxury Vinyl Tile: Event® by Tandus-Centiva
Why we selected this Product:
Event is the product of choice when a highly styled
wood or stone look is desired. We like Event because
it has a heavy 30 mil wear layer, and a 20-year
commercial warranty. Tandus-Centiva is a premier
supplier of flooring in schools and is highly supportive
of education organizations. Event meets CDPH
standards, is FloorScore® certified and is 100%
recyclable through ReStart®.

Sheet Vinyl: iQ Optima by Tarkett
Why we selected this product:
Optima is a homogeneous vinyl sheet and tile (nonlayered, colors and patterns run throughout floor
thickness) and wears very well. iQ Optima utilizes a
proprietary technology (not a topcoat or wear-layer)
never requiring a wax or finish, reducing maintenance
costs 30%. The only commercial resilient floor certified
asthma & allergy friendly™, also meets CHPS 1350 and
is FloorScore™ certified.
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Safety Flooring: Classic™ 25 and Stronghold™ 30 by Altro
Why we selected this product:
Altro is the premier manufacturer of slip-resistant
floors suitable for wet areas (restrooms, lab floors,
serving areas) and sloped floors (ramps). The heaviest
use areas are kitchens and dishwashing rooms which
may be continually wet, greasy, and soapy. For this
application, Altro Classic or Stronghold are our only
recommendation. In addition to slip resistance, these
floors are super tough and very difficult to damage.

Sport Flooring: Omnisports multi-function flooring by Tarkett
Why we selected this product:
Omnisports is becoming one of the most popular gym
floors in North America. Its characteristics make it
ideal for basketball, volleyball, martial arts, yoga, and
many other applications. The versatility of Omnisports
extends beyond just sport; it can accommodate tables,
chairs, or desks for conferences and assemblies. This
makes Omnisports the perfect gym floor for schools
and universities, where these sports or events might
occur on any given day.

Stairwell Systems: Angle Fit Rubber Stair Tread with Luminous Egress Path Technology
Stair treads play a key role by providing slip-resistant
and highly visible surfaces. With over 140 solid colors
and 45 speckled colorways to choose from in 8
different finishing textures, the humble stairwell can
be every bit as interesting as the rest of your design.
All rubber stair treads are available with contrasting
inserts to satisfy California Title 24 requirements and
ADA Recommendations for the Visually Impaired.
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Carpet: Powerbond® Hybrid Resilient Flooring by Tandus-Centiva
Why we selected this product:
Powerbond looks like carpet, in fact is carpet on
the surface, but what is underneath and how it is
constructed provides greater value than any other
carpet we’ve ever looked at or worked with. The
unique nylon tufting process that makes
Powerbond extremely resistant to seam fraying or
zippering. It’s no wonder that Powerbond is the
most specified carpet in California schools.
Powerbond has a completely waterproof backing
so spills will not flow through, even at seams. The
closed-cell, non-absorbent cushioned backing
which will not break down, is designed to extend
appearance, add comfort underfoot, and provide
good insulation properties.
▪
▪
▪
▪

Welded seams make the flooring completely monolithic when installed.
No requirement for slab moisture testing or moisture sealer application.
Mill-applied dry adhesive for a “peel and stick” installation with zero VOCs.
Powerbond wears incredibly well, even on stairs and under rolling chairs, cleans easily and
completely, and, if damaged, repairs invisibly.

Entry Walk-off: Abrasive Action by Tandus-Centiva
Why we selected this product:
Abrasive Action, available in roll or tile formats,
provides a scrubbing soil-removal action through
stiff, exceptionally durable nylon fiber attached to
a waterproof backing. Our school customers have
told us that it does a great job of removing soil at
the door, and yet is the easiest product for them
to keep clean – unlike other products with ridges
or deep grooves. When installed next to
Powerbond, it is the same height and the two
products can be welded together for a “seamless”
installation.
CHAPTER 4

FLOORING PERFORMANCE OTE CTION
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What We Offer
All County Flooring is a select provider of high-performance flooring to Education, Government,
and Healthcare organizations in Northern California. For over 25 years, we have been providing
our commercial clients with knowledgeable consultation, quality flooring products with low lifecycle cost, expert installations, and on-going maintenance support.
As a premier distributor of these carefully selected floor covering products, we have been
privileged to work on numerous higher education campuses, over one hundred K-12 school sites
(both public and private), in dozens of government offices (state, county, and city), and many
hospitals, medical offices, skilled nursing, and assisted living facilities. In most cases, even our
earliest installations are still in place, performing and looking good. This is a testimony to superior
quality products, installed and maintained well.
Our mission is to give you the best possible floor covering experience. When you are ready to
finalize your flooring selection and need the help of an experienced quality flooring distributor
and contractor to facilitate your project, please contact us.
Looking forward to serving You,
Carl Hancock
President

877-594-8744
sales@allcounty-flooring.com
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